EXCLUSIVE $99 DEAL!

FIRST IMPRESSIONS ARE EVERYTHING

The Correct Plus™ VPS Impression Material Kit

The Trial Kit is the perfect way to get started! Our popular fast set impression materials are featured - in a selection of our most requested viscosities.

YOUR BEST IMPRESSIONS START HERE!

It’s everything you need to get started...in one $99 box!

Q34T Correct Plus Trial Kit Includes:
- 50ml Thick’n Thin Light Body Cartridge (wash material)
- 50ml Universal Body Cartridge (can be used as a wash or tray)
- 50ml Auto-Mix Putty Cartridge (tray material)
- Mixing Tips
- You heard right...a Dispensing Gun

Visit pentron.com or call our Pentron Sales Team at 855-748-2964 to learn more about our entire Correct Plus™ product line.
Accurate impressions are critically important — the cost to redo one can be expensive, too. So why not try Correct Plus? It’s an impression material that’s reliable and cost-effective.

Our Correct Plus Impression Material Trial Kit brings an opportunity to sample this award winning line.

• Outstanding hydrophilicity – Accurate impressions in the presence of fluids
• High tear strength – Detailed impression will remain intact upon removal
• Fast work and set time – with a minimum work time of 45 seconds and a total set time of 2:30 minutes, ideal for 1-3 unit restorations

Get started today! $165 value for only $99 MSRP!

Correct Plus Trial Kit

Fast Set Cartridges of Thick’n Thin™ Light Body, Universal™ Body, Auto-MixPutty Mixing Tips and Dispensing Gun Q34T

Visit pentron.com or call our Pentron Sales Team at 855-748-2964 to learn more about our entire Correct Plus™ product line.